Buenos Aires is the financial, industrial, commercial and cultural hub of Argentina.

- Real estate markets are experiencing an upward trend as the Argentine economy heads toward a strong growth path. Argentina recorded 40% GDP growth over the past four years.

- Vacancy rates for Class A Office space have dropped to single digits and prices continue to rise. Demand is firm and supply has not expanded enough to keep pace with demand. This trend will prompt more development activity, especially in refurbishment of older buildings, as there is a lack of land in the downtown market.

- The industrial markets have seen a similar trend with generally low vacancy, firm prices with upward trends, and lack of quality space coming onto the market. Although some new major distribution centers are planned, projections call for a continued tight market for industrial space.

- Growth in consumer demand is putting pressure on retail space, particularly in the downtown high street submarkets and in the major shopping centers of the city. Vacancy rates in retail sectors have been nearly zero and prices have continued to move upwards as landlords try to optimize their tenants mix and returns. There are currently over 20 shopping centers being planned or under development.

- The residential market has also seen a substantial amount of new projects due to the relative low cost of premium residential real estate. Prices here are less than one-third of leading world cities.

- Foreign investment is increasing in Buenos Aires. Due to the double digit returns for investment products, 30% of the local market space is occupied by foreign investors looking for opportunities in this market.